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Jun 26, 2014. Similar to the Mac's menu bar, iOS has a status bar at the top of
the screen that contains symbols with useful iPhone 101 Status icons. buttons
and icons. On this page: Buttons Icons More images Buttons Icons More images..
View images of the Apple iPhone 6 and learn about device buttons and icons. On
this page: iPhone6_PureAngles_SpGry_US-EN- SCREEN.png . Jul 2, 2017. Guide
To Icons and Symbols on iPhone Status Bar. There are a whole set of icons that
appear along the top of your iPhone on the status bar.. The iPhones that may
have iOS 6 or earlier and will show these icons are. Portrait orientation lock,
Shows that the iPhone screen is locked in portrait orientation . Apr 24, 2017. Learn
what the symbols and status icons at the top of your screen mean. Find devicespecific support and online tools for your Apple iPhone 5. Popular Content. Top 10
Things to Do with Your Smartphone · Device Replacement . Mar 7, 2014. “What
does this iPhone symbol mean” is a question we hear a lot at to use as possible,
the iPhone shows many symbols, icons and alerts.. . icon with A arrow pointing
right along the top of the screen. How to turn off (or turn on) landscape mode on
the iPhone 6/6s Plus and iPhone 7 Plus home screen. Then, swipe these icons to
the right until your iPod controls appear, where you should see an icon with a
circular arrow.. . How do I get rid of that on an iPhone 6. When your iPhone 5 is
locked double click the home button, using your. Slide your finger from bottom of
the screen to top of the screen fast. Jun 18, 2013 iPhone status bar icons and
symbols and what they mean go to your home screen and swipe from the bottom
up to top of your phone .. look for lock symbol top right and touch it.. the lock
symbol. . July 6, 2017 at 7:15 am. The iPhone status bar, which is at the top of
every Home screen and displayed by many (if not. The cell signal icon tells you
whether you're within range of your wireless telephone carrier's. 6Edge (Enhanced
Datarate for GSM Evolution)..
The front face of the Jet Black iPhone 7. Developer: Apple Inc. Manufacturer:
Foxconn, Pegatron (contract manufacturers) Apple claims that the iPhone 6 has
slighty better battery life than the iPhone 5s, and that the iPhone 6 Plus has
quite a bit better battery life than that. Learn how to fix unresponsive iPhone 6
Plus / 6 touch screen that's frozen, not working or can't start. 3 ways to fix touch
screen issues In our iPhone 6 Plus review we benchmark the new Apple phablet,
run photo comparisons with the iPhone 5s and evaluate the iPhone 6 Plus's
design, features, and UK price. The iPhone 6 Plus made waves in 2014 as Apple’s
first ever phablet. It was also significant as it had noticeably better screen and
camera hardware than its smaller. Find out how to use and troubleshoot your
iPhone 6 Plus with how-to guides and support videos. If the touch screen of your
iPhone 6 or iPhone 6 Plus has suddenly become unresponsive, this method
should probably fix the issue. The iPhone 6 Plus is the best looking phablet
around. Its specs don't match the Android power houses and it can be tricky to
hold, but there's no denying Apple's. iPhone 6S Plus Review: The first S upgrade
from Apple worth having. Earlier this year, a known screen defect, quickly labeled
“Touch Disease” began plaguing quite a few more iPhone 6 and iPhone 6 Plus
owners..
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